
IC O N I C M A ST ERPI E C E S

9mm Thickness

800x1600mm
1200x2400mm



           The Lucido Series brings a new dimension 
to your interiors, where surfaces become 
canvases for your personal style. With a focus on 
aesthetics that captivate and design that 
resonates with the human spirit, this series 
redefines the way we perceive our living spaces. 
It's a collection that harmoniously integrates with 
your vision, infusing your surroundings with a 
unique character.

            In the Lucido Series, we venture beyond 
the ordinary, inviting you to embark on a journey 
where floors and walls become the foundation for 
your expression. This collection isn't just about 
tiles; it's about the artistry and humanity they 
embrace. It's a testament to the idea that your 
home should reflect your essence, and this series 
offers a bridge between your dreams and the 
reality you inhabit. 
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800X1600MM | 1200X2400MM

The Lucido Series introduces grandeur with its impressive sizes of 
800x1600mm and 1200x2400mm, redefining spaces with expansive 
elegance. These substantial dimensions open doors to imaginative designs 
and emphasize the scale and grandeur of any area they adorn. 



It's a testament to our dedication to quality and innovation while 
celebrating the timeless heritage of artistry and craftsmanship. With 
each tile, you not only embrace the advanced techniques of ceramic 
production but also carry forward the legacy of cultural significance 
that resonates with the human spirit. 
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CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY 

AND CULTURE



The Lucido Series is fortified with a range of exceptional features. 
Resistant to chemicals, frost, and UV exposure, these tiles are built to 
endure the harshest elements and maintain their pristine appearance. 
Their robust characteristics make them a perfect choice for outdoor 
and indoor applications, ensuring longevity and beauty in any 
environment. 

Chemical Resistant 

Frost Resistant 

Flexural Strength

Waterproof Surface 

Natural Surface  

Uv Rays Resistant 
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The Lucido Series transcends conventional boundaries, 
offering a diverse spectrum of applications. From 
enhancing the grandeur of large architectural spaces to 
adding a touch of luxury to residential interiors, these 
tiles are versatile and adaptable. They seamlessly 
integrate with both floor and wall designs, allowing you to 
craft a tailored look that suits your vision.

APPLICATIONS  

AREA
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OFFICE 
TABLE

STAIRCASE SHELVESTABLE 
TOP

KITCHEN 
COUNTER TOP

DINING 
TABLE

LIVING 
ROOM

DOOR/WINDOW 
FRAME
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LUCIDO AFYON

Size: 

800x1600mm
1200x2400mm

Thickness: 

9mm

Surface: 

GHR °

https://mottogroup.in/motto360/?image_id=287


LUCIDO AFYON
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LUCIDO DIOR

Size: 

800x1600mm
1200x2400mm

Thickness: 

9mm

Surface: 

GHR °

https://mottogroup.in/motto360/?image_id=286


LUCIDO DIOR
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LUCIDO GRIGIO

Size: 

800x1600mm
1200x2400mm

Thickness: 

9mm

Surface: 

GHR °

https://mottogroup.in/motto360/?image_id=288


LUCIDO GRIGIO
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LUCIDO LATHIC

Size: 

800x1600mm
1200x2400mm

Thickness: 

9mm

Surface: 

GHR °

https://mottogroup.in/motto360/?image_id=289


LUCIDO LATHIC
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LUCIDO MOCHA

Size: 

800x1600mm
1200x2400mm

Thickness: 

9mm

Surface: 

GHR °

https://mottogroup.in/motto360/?image_id=285


LUCIDO MOCHA



MANUALLY TRANSPORTING 
TILES

MOVING A TILE

RAISING A IMMODERATE TILE ONTO A BENCH

CORRECTINCORRECT

HANDLING IMMODERATE TILE FOR WALL

CORRECTINCORRECT

WORKING WITH THE VARIOUS VERSIONS OF 
TILES

CUTTING WITH DIAMOND DISCS

DRILLING

INTERNAL CUT / L-SHAPED CUT

EDGE-FINISHING

Our products can be cut using diamond discs fitted onto the hand-held electrical grinding machine. The speed of Disc rotation must be high 
(>10000 RPM) and should have a low feed rate (< 1 m/min). Itmay be required to cool the disc with water. Recommended discs are the thin 
typesgenerally used for cutting porcelain stoneware. The surface should be kept on a FLAT base while cutting without any gap underneath 

You can use cutting discs fitted to battery-operated screwdrivers or angle grinders, electrical drills  as an alternative. 

To get internal and L-shaped corners & to reduce the risk of breakage. round o the vertex 
of the internal corner using bits with a radius of at least 5mm. Then cut with diamond 
discs, be cautious to stop moving the cutting tool forward. To drill and cut using diamond 
discs, follow the instructions provided above.

When using these tools:
-Cool the point being drilled with water
-Don't put too much pressure and bear in mind the resistance of the type of laminated 
stoneware you are working on
-If you are using tungsten bits, start drilling at a low speed
-If you are using drills or screwdrivers, do not select hammering mode



CLEANING & MAINTENCE

SINGLE LAYER METHOD DOUBLE-LAYER METHOD COMPRESSING THE TILE

IMPORTANT

All cutout corners must have a minimum diameter of 1/4”.Never leave 90º angles.We recommend 

radiuses of more than 1/4” when the kitchen the design allows as it makes the countertop firmer.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MANUAL INSTALLATION

3

E<0.30E<1.00

3 %

As Per Mfg. >2.20 g/cc

Min. 2000 N

Frost ProofAs Per Mfg.

Min. 10 Cycle Min. 10 Cycle 

Max. 0.6mm/m Max. 0.02mm/m

As Per Mfg.

N. A.

Max. 6.0x10

ISO 10545-2

ISO 10545-2

ISO 10545-2

ISO 10545-2

ISO 10545-2

ISO 10545-16

GlossMeter 

ISO 10545-3

ISO 10545-3

ISO 10545-4

ISO 10545-4

ISO 10545-4

ISO 10545-7

BS EN 15771

ISO 10545-12

ISO 10545-9

ISO 10545-10

ISO 10545-8

ISO 10545-13

ISO 10545-14

DIN 51130

N. A.

TEST METHOD
STANDARD AS PER

ISO-13006/2018
En14411 gr.bla

PACKING DETAILS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

As Per Mfg.

1200x2400mm 1 Pcs. 31 Sq. Feet 61 Kg.

Weight ( Approx )Square FeetNo. of PC’s/BoxDimension ( mm )

800x1600mm 2 Pcs. 27.5 Sq. Feet 52 Kg.






